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Explainable Recommender Systems is an important field of study which provides reasons behind the suggested recommendations.

Explanations with recommender systems are useful for developers while debugging anomalies within the system and for consumers

while interpreting the model’s effectiveness in capturing their true preferences towards items. However, most of the existing state-of-

the-art (SOTA) explainable recommenders could not retain their explanation capability under noisy circumstances and moreover are

not generalizable across different datasets. The robustness of the explanations must be ensured so that certain malicious attackers

do not manipulate any high-stake decision scenarios to their advantage, which could cause severe consequences affecting large

groups of interest. In this work, we present a general framework for feature-aware explainable recommenders that can withstand

external attacks and provide robust and generalized explanations. This paper presents a novel framework which could be utilized as

an additional defense tool, preserving the global explainability when subject to model-based white box attacks. Our framework is

simple to implement and supports different methods regardless of the internal model structure and intrinsic utility within any model.

We experimented our framework on two architecturally different feature-based SOTA explainable algorithms by training them on

three popular e-commerce datasets of increasing scales. We noticed that both the algorithms displayed an overall improvement in the

quality and robustness of the global explainability under normal as well as noisy environments across all the datasets, indicating the

flexibility and mutability of our framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Explainable Recommender Systems is a subset of Recommender Systems (RS) which provide a special attribute to a

regular RS algorithm of explaining the predicted recommendation outcomes. Explanations generated along with the rec-

ommendations within any RS framework has multiple practical uses. For example, explanations can be utilized as system

diagnostics by developers for detecting fairness disparities within the outcomes [18] and unexpected anomalies within

the system which could lead to erroneous and incorrect outcomes [15]. From the consumer’s perspective, explanations

are an asset in describing the presented outcomes, providing reasons to justify the recommendations indicating how ef-

fective is the system in capturing the true preferences of any particular consumer [35, 49, 54]. Hence, explainability is one
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of the key components that establish trust and confidence within the consumers and developers belonging to an RS realm.

Recent studies have been focussing more on the robustness and generalization of explanations provided by any

explainable algorithm [21]. However, while most of the explainable RS keep improving the personalization efficiency of

the explainable methods, there are not many direct RS methods that are capable of providing robust and generalized

explanations when subject to various noisy conditions such as data corruption, malicious model attacks [5, 17] etc. In

addition, most of the existing explainable methods are proven vulnerable empirically, indicating a drop in explainability

when subject to strong security based attacks in a recent study [48]. It is very important to provide trustworthy

explanations within an RS framework, particularly for both consumers and developers. For example, let us consider

a healthcare based recommender system which recommends medicines to patients, additionally providing reasons

for the suggested medicines reasoning the relevance, which radiologists and doctors rely on for confirming their

medical decisions. However, attackers with malicious intent could possess a sole aim to sabotage the credibility of

this system. Explanations can be targeted since they provide an easy but effective way to mislead and distract the

medical doctors during high stake decisions. Suppose if the explainable procedure of a system is attacked, then the

system could provide incorrect and misleading explanations which could be non-representative of the true cause

for suggesting the medicines to a given patient. This would lead to an incorrect identification of the true cause for

a given illness which could then delude the doctor to provide medicines which could be irrelevant and not a rem-

edy for the true illness for a patient. Thus, this could lead to some severe consequences, especially under high-stake

decision scenarios [12, 29]. Hence, robust explanations are a necessity within any explainable platform, particularly in RS.

In this paper, we present a novel framework that ensures robustness and generalization of the personalized ex-

planations provided in recommenders. We developed this framework with an exclusive focus on a special subset of

feature-aware explainable methods in RS, thus allowing our framework to be easy to extend and flexible to adapt. Our

framework, which is purely motivated by adversarial training, holds good for all the feature-aware recommenders

that follow a similar learning paradigm and prediction template as we suggest in our framework. We conduct our

experiments by subjecting the recommenders to white-box-based model attacks. Our main contribution to the field of

explainable RS is that we upgrade the general learning paradigm for feature-aware explainable recommenders which

would be capable of preserving explanation capabilities under noisy environments. We ensure that we can provide

robust and trustworthy explanations and to our best knowledge, we present one of the initial works towards the fresh

field of robust explanations in RS. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We design a flexible framework which could be easily extended to other feature-aware explainable methods,

since the key update performed is independent of the training objective of the recommender and it does not

require changing the basic intrinsic architecture of the recommender

• We propose an adaptable framework which could achieve the goal of robust explanations at a global level within

any RS and developers could additionally include other significant goals within these systems which makes our

framework easy to expand.
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2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Explainable Recommendation

Explanations within RS have been categorized under various criteria: primarily based on the style and type of the

explanations provided. Typically, explanations are provided in the form of generated text sentences [10, 31, 32], paths

derived from knowledge graphs [11, 25, 42] or simple interpretable features. We identified two broad categories of

feature-aware explanations: intrinsic attention based score explanations [9, 20, 41] and user provided text review-based

feature explanations. These described features can be representative of any user’s personalized preferences which could

be leveraged for explaining the provided suggestions by a RS model. Zhang et al. [56] introduced a sentiment-analysis

based method for extracting text features from user provided reviews which identified and highlighted descriptions

through the sentiments and adjectives that were used to express their personalized preferences given any particular

user-item interaction. This framework of extracting feature explanations had been followed across different explainable

recommenders in various ways. For example in [30, 50], the authors have constructed tensors involving the user/item,

feature and the opinion with which the feature was expressed within the review, while in [7, 24], this technique was

utilized along with attention based mechanisms to aid capturing more complex relations across the features and the

outcomes. While most of these works have possessed the key goal of improving the global explainability of the model on

a global level, none of these works consider generalizing and improving robustness of these models towards changing

circumstances. In this work, we will improve on the existent broad framework which contains all these methods with a

purpose of providing more generalized and robust explanations.

2.2 Robust Explanations

Over the previous few years, there has been some progressive work regarding improving reliability of explainable

methods, motivated by analyzing the vulnerability of such methods towards external attacks. For example, in [38],

Nielsen et al. have explored the behavior of various gradient-based interpretable methods within neural networks under

different noisy conditions. Similarly, there are other works that have explored the behavior under attacked conditions of

explainable models such as for saliency maps [1, 23, 27, 45] and post-hoc explainable methods [2, 29, 44]. In recent years,

there have been research studies that have invented counter strategies for improving the robustness of interpretability,

with some works motivated by an analytical observation that the vulnerability within interpretable methods is caused

due to the large curvature of the model’s decision function [12, 33]. However, majority of the defense training solutions

is proposed mostly via adversarial learning techniques. Especially, Ross and Doshi-Velez [40] presented a defense model

that includes an additional gradient term of the true loss objective into the training loss which improves the overall

robustness and the interpretability of the model together. The similar concept of leveraging adversarial training and

studying its effects on the explainability has been explored in depth in these works also [14, 26, 29, 39]. We have also

followed the existent defense training strategy by incorporating adversarial objectives within training in order to

enhance the robustness of explanations within RS.

3 FEATURE-AWARE EXPLAINABLE RECOMMENDATIONS

Let* be the set of users and+ be the set of items of a dataset � . For constructing our features, we utilized the text-based

user-written reviews in � which provides features using a relevant sentiment analysis based tool called Sentires [56].

This tool considers all the user-item reviews of � , and extracts the highlighted important aspects 5 of items, the

sentiment score B and qualifying opinion adjectives > , with which the items were reviewed on. The features extracted �
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is the source for generating explanations. The sentiment score belongs to a binary set of whether being expressed in a

positive or negative tone, which can be quantified as {−1, +1}. In order to learn the relationships between the user, item,

and the features, we construct the user-aspect matrix - ∈ R |* |x |� | and item-aspect matrix . ∈ R |+ |x |� | as followed by

[47, 50, 55, 57]. We express our feature matrix construction technique as follows:

-D,5 =




0 if f is never mentioned by u

1 + (# − 1) ( 2
1+exp (−CD,5 )

− 1) else

.E,5 =




0 if v is never reviewed on f

1 + (
(#−1)

1+exp (−CE,5 ·FE,5 )
) else

where N is the maximum rating scale from the reviews (typically 5), CD,5 is the number of mentions of the aspect

5 ∈ � within reviews from user D ∈ * , CE,5 is the number of mentions of the feature 5 ∈ � that describes the item

E ∈ + , andFE,5 is the average sentiment polarity of all the (E, 5 ) mentions.

4 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ROBUSTIFYING EXPLANATIONS

4.1 Overview

In this section, we discuss our proposed framework for robustifying explanations within feature-aware explainable

recommenders. Let us simply represent !(� : (- ;. ) |Θ) be the differentiable loss function of a black-box recommender

(predominantly combining the recommendation and explanation utilities of the recommender) of a dataset � , with

inputs as the user feature matrix- and item feature matrix. . We can observe that in general, any explanation procedure

depends heavily on the feature representation of an item E across any user-item (D, E) pair. We strongly affirm this

fact because features extracted from product reviews are basically used to describe items and thus the association

between items and features appears much more organic and relevant in predicting top recommendation lists and

explanation procedures [6, 37]. We can observe this fact naturally stemming from the origin of this form of feature

engineering, where in we notice that items are reviewed using certain highlight words and in order to describe any

user-item interaction, it would be relevant to utilize these words that are attributed with an item [30]. Hence, we

strongly confirm that the item-feature relationships, represented by the . matrix has a much larger impact in deciding

the recommendation lists and the explanations for each user. Hence, it is feasible and discerning to consider improving

the robustness of such feature-aware explanation methods from the standpoint of . . In our proposed framework, we

equip the existing framework with a special capability to learn accurate recommendation and explanation procedures

when . is subjected to changes. In Equation 1, we present an adversarial based learning solution that optimizes for the

vanilla objective as well as an adversarial objective together. We present the final combined objective as a weighted

sum of both the terms using a scalar _ ∈ (0, 1) such that it can determine the penalty imposed on the defense training

objective.

!C>C0; (-,. | Θ) = (1 − _) · !(-,. | Θ) + _ · !(-,. + Δ. | Θ) (1)

4.2 Defense Capability Limitations in the Adversarial Objective

In order to endow any existing feature-based explainable recommender with resiliency against attacks, we include an

additional objective that minimizes the original loss even when . is subject to modifications. However, there are certain

limitations in enforcing the modifications to the framework. From Section 3, we can observe that existing item-feature
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pairs in the matrix . are scaled to the range [1, # ], where # is the maximum rating of the reviews in the dataset, while

scores of those item-feature pairs that do not exist are marked as 0. Another constraint is the magnitude of perturbations

introduced for adversarial defense training, such that the performance of the model does not deteriorate on the original

data. Thus, we should consider a process of how we induce the modifications to the . matrix, such that we ensure the

model learns defense against the adversarial objective, while constrained by a fixed modification constraint applied to

. . In order to achieve and meet these constraints, we followed Goodfellow et al. [19] in constructing our defense based

perturbations Δ. . We used Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) which computes the direction of the gradients of the

loss objective while learning. We learn the modification Δ. just like how FGSM based attacks are implemented. We

chose to scale our modifications by a global level n� in such a way that the modifications are constrained within the

range [−n� , n� ], as we represent in Equation 2.

Δ. = n� · B86=(Ψ) where Ψ =

m!C>C0; (-,. | Θ)

m.
(2)

After we learn Δ. , we then ensure that the perturbations don’t distort the values of . to a different range outside

[0, # ]. So, we clipped . + Δ. to a range of [0, # ] such that there exists no non-negative component in the modified

matrix . + Δ. while the maximum value of this matrix is still # , thus obeying the original constraints of . .

4.3 Conceptualizing Adversarial Training to Feature-Aware Explanations

The key motivation behind framing Equations 1 and 2 is derived from the basic learning objective setup by Goodfel-

low et al. in [19]. However, while the original defense structure is strongly inclined towards computer vision based

downstream tasks, we faced certain challenges in providing a qualitative discussion towards elucidating the purpose

of including an adversarial objective within this particular domain of feature-aware recommenders. We can simply

visualize the qualitative description of the adversarial term in Equation 1, analogous to earlier works that studied

defense methods within computer vision tasks [8, 13, 36, 40]. We focus our framework from the single perspective

of the . matrix similar to how adversarial images which are intended to fool the model are constructed by adding

FGSM based perturbations into existing original images by retaining the same original label class as the original image.

The perturbations added into the . matrix alter item-feature values in such a way that the item-feature relationships

within the . + Δ. matrix may be totally unrepresentative of the original item-feature relationships existent within

the dataset. These altered item-feature relationships can possess a direct impact of causing inaccurate learning of

the recommendation and explanation procedures of any feature-aware model since we observe that the item-feature

relationships is majorly responsible in influencing both recommendation and explanation tasks together. Therefore, it

is intuitive to induce perturbations into . which would be adversarially intended to fool any feature-aware model’s

joint utilities of recommendation and explainability in order to improve the robustness of explanations of the model. In

this case, we chose to learn the perturbations directly from the total objective !C>C0; since explainable recommenders

learn for a single joint objective that includes both the utilities together. We adhered firmly to the goal of this work

which assures that our proposed framework preserves the explainability of the vanilla model under normal conditions

as well as retains a large proportion of the explainability when subject to attacks, thus ensuring robust and generalized

explanations.
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5 WHITE-BOX MODEL PERTURBATION ATTACKS

In order to analyze the vulnerability of our system to external security attacks, we performed a very simple model

based attack strategy. We considered the attack setting to be strictly present within the white-box scenario since this

would explore the vulnerabilities of the factors responsible for both recommendation and explanation procedures. We

leverage an adversarial learning based attack that learns against the true objective of the recommender. We describe the

attack as follows:

Constrained Adversarial A�ack: We can optimize for the original model parameters as per Equation 3:

Θ̂ = argmin
Θ

!C>C0; (� : -,. | Θ) (3)

The adversarial attack Δ which is introduced into the model weights, is learnt in such a way we constrain the attack

by a global level n�
1. We learn Δ against the original model’s objective directly as described in Equation 4.

Δ
∗
= argmax

Δ

!C>C0; (� ; Θ̂ + Δ) such that ‖Δ‖ ≤ n� (4)

However, we observe that we cannot obtain the optimal exact solution directly for Equation 4 since it is intractable

to directly optimize for constrained maximization. Therefore, we followed [3, 22, 52, 53] to optimize the maximization

using the value of the normalized model weight’s gradient of the total loss, which is inspired by the FGSM method [19].

We describe this optimization technique in Equation 5.

Δ
∗
= n�

Ξ

‖Ξ‖
where Ξ =

m!C>C0; (� ; Θ̂ + Δ)

mΔ
(5)

Finally, we introduce Δ∗ into the original model parameters to attack the original model and hence observe the

explainability under these conditions. For performing our attacks, we chose to attack all the weight parameters of each

model.

6 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

6.1 Datasets

For our experiments, we chose datasets of different scales from popular E-commerce systems: Yelp2 and Amazon3.

Yelp dataset contains reviews of restaurants, hospitals, salons, hotels, travel agencies across the world. There are

many subsets of the Amazon review datasets, amongst which we chose CDs and Vinyl (about CD sales; referred CD

everywhere else), and Kindle (about Kindle store sales).

Preprocessing: We removed users with lesser than 20 reviews for the Yelp dataset and lesser than 10 reviews for the

Amazon datasets in order to improve the density of the datasets. We created the testing set as follows: for each user, we

keep the last 6 interacted (positive) items by time and randomly sample 100 (negative) items that are not interacted

by the user. We formed the validation data by choosing the latest (by time) interacted positive item and 10 random

negative items for each user. We present our dataset statistics in Table 1.

1 ‖ · ‖ refers to the L2-norm
2https://www.yelp.com/dataset.
3https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html.
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Table 1. Dataset Statistics

Dataset Users Items Features Reviews Sparsity(%)

Kindle 5,907 41,402 77 136,039 0.05563

CD 8,119 52,193 230 245,391 0.05791

Yelp 12,163 20,256 107 510,396 0.2072

6.2 Explainable RS Methods

In order to validate the efficiency of our framework in robustifying explanations, we chose two popular SOTA feature-

aware explainable recommenders which possess different architectural structures and learning objectives for both

explanation and recommendation. We describe the methods as follows:

• CER: Counterfactual Explainable Recommendation [47]: A neural network model comprised of two hidden

layers with - and . as inputs is the main recommender, which predicts the matching score for each user-item

pair. The explanation procedure is learnt separate as a counterfactual module that learns the most minimal

changes applied on the item feature space for all the top  recommendations of a user, so that the item is no

longer recommended to the user.

• EFM: Explicit Factor Modeling [55]: This is a factorization based model, which reconstructs the inputs:

user-item interaction matrix �, user-feature matrix - , and item-feature matrix . by decomposing each matrix

into smaller rank non-negative matrices. We added an additional non negative loss term that penalizes the

negative weights in order to optimize for non-negative weights using gradient descent. The explanation for each

user-item pair is constructed by picking the best scoring feature in reconstructed . vector for the item amongst

the top scoring features within the reconstructed - for that user.

6.3 Evaluation Metrics

For evaluating recommendation utility, we used the standard ranking measure: Normalized Discounted Cumulative

Gain (NDCG). We evaluated the accuracy and relevance of the explanations as suggested by [46, 47, 51, 57]. We

compared the efficiency of the generated explanations with the gold truth of those features found in the reviews of any

user-item interaction, which have been mentioned with positive sentiment. We used three standard metrics for these

feature comparison tasks: Feature-level Precision, Recall, and F1 (harmonic mean of Precision and Recall) scores of the

explanations and we report the average metric scores across explained samples for which a review actually exists4. We

denote the metrics as Expl Pr, Expl Re and Expl F1 respectively.

6.4 Training and Evaluation Se�ings

6.4.1 Training Se�ing. For conducting our experiments, we trained all the vanilla and defense models until con-

vergence and we set batch size as 32. We optimized all the models using Adam optimizer [28]. We performed

hyper-parameter tuning using validation data for the weight decay and learning rate selecting them from the range

{14−5, 14−4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5}. The attack versions of all the models are trained in the same conditions as their

4Yelp dataset offers at most one feature,opinion,sentiment triplet extracted by the Sentires tool per each review. Thus, Feature-level Precision and Recall
values would be identical for all Yelp experiments.
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base models, with n� chosen within the [0, 1] range. We set each model’s hyperparameters as suggested in their original

works.

6.4.2 Evaluation Se�ing. We followed a simple evaluation strategy by explaining all the top = 5 recommendations per

every user for the vanilla model. Then, we form a collection of all the positive items that were correctly recommended

in each user’s top  = 5 suggestions during the vanilla model task as the standard comparison test bed for each

algorithm-dataset combination. We evaluate all the attack and defense models on this fixed evaluation set in order to

facilitate our comparison analyses. In addition, we also perform masking which selects explanations only from the

features mentioned by that particular user.

7 RESULTS

We visualize our results using Figures 1 and 2 regarding the study on n� and via Tables 2, 3 and 4 regarding the impact

of _. From the experiments conducted, we can notice that our framework does empirically present an improvement

in the explainability of the model under attack for almost all the cases. The robustness improvement is visible in all

the CER and EFM-based models, particularly more within the former. We remark that we experience a slight drop in

the explainability in CER models across the clean (non-attacked) model trained under the defense framework when

compared to the vanilla model. However, since we desired to endue explanations with resilience to adversarial attacks,

we are willing to accept a slight drop in the clean explainability which comes at a cost of including the defense training.

We also notice there is a much better generalization of explainability within the EFMmodels, with the clean performance

of models when trained under our defense framework being at times better than the clean performance of the original

vanilla EFM models. In Subsection 7.1, we will discuss the impact of magnitude of the perturbations introduced during

defense training (n� ), and in Subsection 7.2, we discuss the impact of loss scale penalty (_) applied on the defense

objective while regularizing the training objective.

7.1 Impact of n�

7.1.1 Behavior of Neural Network based explainable RS. In CER models, we can observe that this model is

highly sensitive towards larger perturbations mainly because neural network based models are very sensitive towards

large magnitude perturbations [4, 34, 43]. In Figures 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c), we can clearly see that larger n� plots such

as the green (n� = 0.75) and red (n� = 1) plots lead to poorer robustness performance, in fact worse than the vanilla

due to the increasing magnitude of perturbations induced into the input (especially n� = 1 for Yelp in Figure 1(a)

which just collapses). Therefore, we can deduce that large distortion in the input can cause deterioration of the model’s

performance on the original data. In Figure 1(a), we can similarly observe some of the larger n� plots are non-monotonic,

confirming the fact that larger distortions lead to unstable recommendation efficiency and inconsistent explainability

when trained on the Yelp (densest) dataset.

However, the blue (n� = 0.25) plots lead to much smoother curves in all datasets, implying explanations are indeed

more robust under smaller n� as n� increases. We can observe this behavior more strikingly within the CD dataset,

which has the densest . and thus depicts the largest impact. In Figure 1(b), the explainability of the defense model

(n� = 0.25 blue plot) is much more accurate than the vanilla model at n� = 1. We can see a very similar trend even

across smaller datasets such as Kindle. In Figure 1(c), n� = 0.25 and n� = 0.5 plots perform better than vanilla at n� = 1
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Table 2. Performance of our defense variants for both CER and EFM models when trained with different _ on Yelp. We chose the best

n� as obtained from Figures 1 and 2. The bold values represent the results of the best _ that can redeem most of the clean vanilla’s

explainability and experiences the least drop from the clean performance when subject to a�ack conditions.

CER with n� = 0.5

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.50413 0.06330 0.06330 0.06330 0.43657 0.01543 0.01543 0.01543

0.01 0.50557 0.04698 0.04698 0.04698 0.32628 0.01057 0.01057 0.01057

0.05 0.50551 0.05342 0.05342 0.05342 0.32630 0.01054 0.01054 0.01054

0.1 0.50532 0.04815 0.04815 0.04815 0.32638 0.01007 0.01007 0.01007

0.5 0.49958 0.05592 0.05592 0.05592 0.49360 0.03239 0.03239 0.03239

0.9 0.38017 0.01002 0.01002 0.01002 0.38017 0.01002 0.01002 0.01002

EFM with n� = 0.25

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.65337 0.05663 0.05663 0.05663 0.26988 0.02832 0.02832 0.02832

0.01 0.74258 0.05777 0.05777 0.05777 0.51526 0.02994 0.02994 0.02994

0.05 0.70613 0.06028 0.06028 0.06028 0.81974 0.02063 0.02063 0.02063

0.1 0.70443 0.05906 0.05906 0.05906 0.30785 0.03188 0.03188 0.03188

0.5 0.72644 0.05922 0.05922 0.05922 0.46621 0.03592 0.03592 0.03592

0.9 0.72401 0.05680 0.05680 0.05680 0.64895 0.02330 0.02330 0.02330

Table 3. Performance of our defense variants for both CER and EFM models when trained with different _ on CD. We chose the best

n� as obtained from Figures 1 and 2. The bold values represent the results of the best _ that can redeem most of the clean vanilla’s

explainability and experiences the least drop from the clean performance when subject to a�ack conditions.

CER with n� = 0.25

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.54830 0.25284 0.16329 0.18673 0.39752 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

0.01 0.55450 0.19624 0.12669 0.14497 0.51179 0.16832 0.10990 0.12542

0.05 0.55476 0.18985 0.12063 0.13873 0.47100 0.05861 0.03913 0.04452

0.1 0.54766 0.18730 0.11866 0.13666 0.33380 0.03883 0.02656 0.02983

0.5 0.58279 0.24907 0.16255 0.18528 0.4834 0.20183 0.13039 0.14938

0.9 0.57579 0.24649 0.15597 0.17919 0.31812 0.03485 0.02396 0.02689

EFM with n� = 0.5

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.28809 0.31935 0.20439 0.23472 0.36683 0.16057 0.0987 0.11446

0.01 0.36021 0.30056 0.19107 0.21974 0.39460 0.24677 0.15577 0.17950

0.05 0.26817 0.30759 0.19525 0.22473 0.34845 0.25701 0.16215 0.18703

0.1 0.38964 0.31276 0.19772 0.22796 0.49462 0.26877 0.17054 0.19619

0.5 0.36705 0.32104 0.20412 0.23492 0.59024 0.24686 0.15908 0.18226

0.9 0.37161 0.30635 0.19493 0.22416 0.44091 0.13287 0.08487 0.09727

performance than vanilla under attack for the Yelp dataset. Similarly, EFM-based models display a decrease in the

robustness as we increase _. We observe this behavior in both these type of models because our framework regularizes

the models to learn the utility more as per the adversarially perturbed . matrix resulting in emphasizing more learning

according to the wronger input pattern and thus resulting in weaker explanations.
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Table 4. Performance of our defense variants for both CER and EFM models when trained with different _ on Kindle. We chose the

best n� as obtained from Figures 1 and 2. The bold values represent the results of the best _ that can redeem most of the clean

vanilla’s explainability and experiences the least drop from the clean performance when subject to a�ack conditions.

CER with n� = 0.5

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.45278 0.43332 0.34505 0.37167 0.37154 0.01904 0.01453 0.01589

0.01 0.45811 0.36913 0.28953 0.31339 0.36298 0.09018 0.06630 0.07327

0.05 0.45745 0.37175 0.29198 0.31587 0.36118 0.09255 0.06722 0.07461

0.1 0.45661 0.36995 0.29105 0.31475 0.36095 0.10213 0.07089 0.07983

0.5 0.44900 0.42518 0.33854 0.36468 0.37229 0.12066 0.09021 0.09937

0.9 0.43982 0.42539 0.33713 0.36362 0.37787 0.01258 0.10283 0.01099

EFM with n� = 0.75

Loss scale (_)
Clean without Attack FGSM Attack with n� = 1

NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1 NDCG@100 Expl Pr Expl Re Expl F1

0 (Vanilla) 0.30919 0.41572 0.33086 0.35650 0.36318 0.30535 0.24413 0.26255

0.01 0.30884 0.40671 0.32103 0.34677 0.37531 0.40498 0.31939 0.34509

0.05 0.23504 0.40649 0.32093 0.34663 0.33649 0.40455 0.31951 0.34508

0.1 0.25977 0.40649 0.32093 0.34663 0.35695 0.40477 0.31932 0.34498

0.5 0.31252 0.40971 0.32457 0.35025 0.38617 0.40090 0.31982 0.34424

0.9 0.24304 0.40649 0.32082 0.34656 0.31769 0.40669 0.32103 0.34677

However, larger _ typically results in better generalization and a much closer clean performance of the defense

model in comparison to the clean performance provided by the vanilla models. In fact, we can observe that EFM models

at times generalize much better (Tables 2 and 3 display a higher clean performance than their vanilla) mainly because

of the improved factorization ensured via regularizing the defense objective. This leads to decide between a trade-off

between the generalization and robustness of the generated explanations while selecting _. For example in Tables 3 and

4, we can observe a slight (though not strict) upward trend in the clean performance for both the models as we increase

_, but however the explainability under attack keeps deteriorating indicating weaker robustness.

We can also observe that smaller values of _ are not effective in endowing robustness to the explanations, due

to its small penalty applied on the defense loss. For example, in Table 2, we can see that for both CER and EFM

models, the explainability under attack does not improve largely against the attack explainability of the vanilla for

_ = 0.01, 0.05. We can also observe that smaller _ does not contribute in improving the clean performance of the model as

compared to the vanilla and it offers weaker generalization of the explanations. In Table 3, we can notice that CER mod-

els present a visible drop in the clean explainability for _ = 0.01, 0.05 as compared to the clean performance of the vanilla.

Additionally, we also remark that when both the models are trained on the Kindle dataset (see Table 4), we observe

minimal improvements in the robustness as well as the generalization of the explanations. We observe this behavior

because of the small rank of . in the Kindle dataset (due the least number of features amongst the other datasets),

which thus depicts minimal impact as we change _. Therefore, _ does not bear a huge influence across small scale datasets.

In almost all the experiments, we can observe that _ values that do not allow a disproportionate weightage on

either of the objectives, such as 0.5 report better generalization and robustness together thus leading to much better

performance for clean and attack conditions. In fact, when _ = 0.5, we apply an equal weightage to both the terms,
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which allows improvement to the explanation robustness and generalization of the model. Thus, we can infer that _

values which balances the learning of the model according to the original and the perturbed data, should be chosen in

consideration to the amount of robustness of the explanations we want to gain.

8 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK

In this work, we introduce a framework for feature-aware explainable recommenders that supports extensibility and

adaptability to all similar recommenders that follow the same style and pattern of learning objectives with which we

construct our framework. Our main aim was to improve the robustness as well as the generalization of the explanations

overall, thus enhancing the overall quality of feature-aware user personalized explanations in RS. From our results, we

deduce that the improvements are uniform across all the datasets for both the algorithms, thus empirically providing

a much more reliable platform for enhancing the trustworthiness of explanations in RS. Neural network based CER

models display larger increased robustness of the true explanations provided under attack circumstances, whenever

trained with small modifications to the input. Although we notice a small drop in the clean explainability within CER

models when using this framework, we observe the explanations to display more resilience against attacks. However,

EFM models generalize much better due to its factorization based learning objective, allowing much better capturing

of the true reasons contributing to the recommendation outcomes. Thus, we can conclude that the explainability of

factorization based models can be generalized better while the explainability of neural network based models can be

stabilized better with our framework.

However, we identify some limitations to our study. While we have only considered the generalization and robustness

of explanations, we remark that our framework could have considered modeling other aspects of explainability addi-

tionally, such as the fairness of the explanations [16]. Finally, we conclude stating that our framework is instrumental in

providing an adaptable framework for feature-aware RS which is an early work in developing more robust explainable

RS, while also accounting for generalization of the global-level explainability. We identify a significant field of study

within explainable RS, which would allow fresher paradigm of robust and generalized explanations within RS.
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